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A new combinatorial rule for computing the Clebsch-Gordon series of a tensor 
product of irreducible SU( n)-representations is introduced. This rule provides an 
efficient algorithm for computing features of the Clebsch-Gordan multiplicities, such 
as the “characteristic nullspaces” of tensor operators, that are not easily computed 
by other methods. Furthermore, unlike the Littlewood-Richardson rule, this new 
rule generalizes, in principle, to other semisimple Lie groups. This generalization and 
its consequences for tensor operators are discussed in some detail. As an application, 
it is shown that as n increases, it is possible to find characteristic nullspaces for 
SU( II)-tensor operators, which have arbitrarily large multiplicity. o 1984 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
1. TENSOR OPERATORS 
Let G be a simply connected, semisimple complex Lie group and @ its 
corresponding Lie algebra. With certain modifications we could allow G to 
be any reductive complex Lie group, but this would needlessly complicate 
the exposition. Let r be the rank of G, and let A E 2’ be the (integral) 
weight lattice of G. The set of dominant weights will be denoted A+= N’, 
the isomorphism being given by the “Dynkin basis” for A. 
We will only be interested in finite-dimensional irreducible representa- 
tions (irreps) of G and in representations (modules) expressible in terms of 
irreps. Write h(X) for the standard irrep whose highest weight is h E A+, 
and write A,(X) for the weight space of weight /J E A in h(X). The direct 
sum A+= Z,,,+A(x) is called the shape algebra of G. A framing of A ’ is 
a choice of highest weight vector xh E A,(A)\ (0) for every X E A+. We 
henceforth assume that A+ is framed even if we do not explicitly mention 
the framing X. 
DEFINITION 1. A tensor operator (or tensor pairing) consists of the 
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following: 
(1) a G-module I’, and 
(2) a G-homomorphism $J: V 8 A+ -+ A+. 
A universal tensor operator is a tensor operator ( W, #) such that if (V, +) is 
any tensor operator then there exists a unique G-homomorphism ~1: V + W 
for which this diagram commutes: 
a @ id 
I I 
id 
wall+ Li+ 
(1.1) 
It is easy to verify that the C-algebra W = Horn&A+, A’) of linear 
maps from A+ to itself is the universal tensor operator, where the pairing 
W @ A+ 4 A+ is the natural one: namely, #(f @ w) = f(w). The G-mod- 
ule structure on W is given by the following: for g E G and f E W, 
(g * f)(w) = kaiT-‘(w))). 
The term “tensor operator” arose as follows. Let (V, $J) be a tensor 
operator. For each v E V, the pairing + induces a linear map or “operator” 
cpU: A++ A+ by the formula 
cp”(W) = (P(v @ 47 for w  E Ai. 0.2) 
The set of operators { &} transform among themselves by the rule 
$Qpgo = P#%v-l~ forvE VandgEG. (1.3) 
Equation (1.3) is the usual way in which one defines a tensor operator. One 
sometimes vaguely refers to one of the maps I#J” as itself being a tensor 
operator, but it is clear that only the entire set { +“} can meaningfully be 
called a tensor operator. 
The individual maps +” will not in general be G-homomorphisms except 
for the special case in which V is the G-module A(0) upon which G acts 
trivially. A tensor operator (A(O), +) of this type is uniquely determined by 
a function a: A++ C which is related to 4 by the formula 
q&J @ WA) = CahwA, (1.4) 
where c E C,w, E A(A), X E A+ and where x0 E A(0) is the element 
determined by the framing of A+. The set of all tensor operators of this type 
forms a subalgebra of (W, J/) isomorphic to the ring R of functions from 
A+ to C with componentwise addition and multiplication. Formula (1.4) 
may be interpreted as follows. For each (Y: A+ + C there is a unique 
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G-homomorphism f: A+- A+, where f IA(X) is multiplication by (Y,,. A 
G-homomorphism f then uniquely determines a tensor operator 
$a: h(O) c3 A++ A+ such that q& = f. 
Since R is a subalgebra of W, it follows that W is a (two-sided) 
R-algebra. The elements of R are called G-inuariants or “scalar operators.” 
The invertible elements of R are those for which every component is 
nonzero. 
An element u E V is said to be homogeneous with respect to 4 of weight 
p E A if for every X E A+, we have that 
0.5) 
The set of elements of V that are homogeneous of weight p forms a 
G-submodule denoted VP. Homogeneous tensor operators play the same role 
for tensor operators as weight vectors do for representations. The weight ~1 
is also called the shift pattern of the tensor operator. 
A tensor operator (V, (p) is said to be irreducible if V is an irrep and 
hence has a highest weight. More generally if V arises as a direct sum (or 
product) of irreps isomorphic to A( v), then we say that V has highest weight 
V. More generally still, if (V, $I) is any tensor operator, and if v E A+, then 
we write V(V) for { u E V ] @ u z A( v)} u (0). In particular, it is easy to see 
that R = W(0). 
2. THE MULTIPLICITY FUNCTION 
We now examine the multiplicities occurring in the Clebsch-Gordan 
series. It is shown that these multiplicities have a specific combinatorial 
structure (Corollary 4), but the algebraic version of this structure (Theorem 
3) is also interesting. 
Our overall aim is to decompose W = Horn&A+, A+) into its irreducible 
components. Now it would at first seem that we simply want to decompose 
Horn&A(A), A( T)), for every A, r E A+, as a direct sum of irreps. How- 
ever, it is a classical result essentially due (independently) to Kostant [5] and 
to Baird and Biedenharn [2] that these decompositions are not independent. 
We first make this precise. 
DEFINITION 2. Let X, v E A+ and p E A. Let VP”(h) = (A(v)* @ 
A(A)* 8 A(A + p))(O). Equivalently V;(h) may be regarded as the vector 
space of all G-homomorphisms A(v) 8 A(x) -+ A(x + p). The dimension 
of VP”(h) is the multiplicity of A(v) in A(A)* 8 A(h + CL) and will be 
written m;(A). A choice of bases for the V,“(X), with h and ~1 fixed while v 
varies, yields a decomposition of A(X)* @ A(X + p) as a direct sum of 
irreps. The numbers m;(A) are called G-outer multiplicities. 
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THEOREM 1 (Dynkin, Kostant, Baird and Biedenharn). Let v E A+ and 
p E A. Foreachpair X 5 X’in A+, the space V,“(X) is a subspace of v,“( X’) 
in a natural manner. These inclusions dejine a direct system whose limit has 
the same dimension as Ap( v). 
Proof. We will just sketch how one can prove this. One first observes 
that if y E VP”(h) is written as a linear combination of (tensor products of) 
weight vectors, then its component in A(v)* 63 A(x)? h @ A,+,(x + cl) 
uniquely determines y. Since y has weight 0, this component is of the form 
u Q xh* @ Xh+p where u E A(v)?,. We may then define an injective linear 
map fp:x: ~,Y(V + WX, by fp:h9 = u. Write W,Y(X) for the image of 
Vp”W. 
Now let A’ E A+ be a dominant weight such that X 2 X; i.e., X - A = r 
is also dominant. Let z E A(r)* 8 A(r) be the element determined by the 
identity map A( ) 7 + A(r). Define G-homomorphisms: 
A(x)* @ A@ + CL) 2 A(X)* 8 A(r)* @ A(r) @ A(X + p) 
5 A(A + r)* @ A(A + r + EL), 
where ~1 is given by (Y(u* @ w) = u* 8 z 8 w  and where p is the tensor 
product of the natural projections A(X)* @ A(r)* + A(h + r)* and A(T) 
Q A(h + p) + A(x + r + r-l). These projections are only well defined up 
to multiplication by a nonzero constant. Choose these constants so that 
xx* @ x,* projects to xc+, and x, @ xx+,, projects to x~+~+,,. Write y = yf 
for the map id @ (/3 0 a): A(v)* 6~ A(X)* @ A(X + EL) -+ A(v)* Q A(X)* 
Q A( A’ + p). Since /3 0 (Y is a G-homomorphism, y(Vpv( A)) c V,Y(X). It is 
easy to check that y is injective and that the following diagram commutes: 
Y 
I 
id 
I 
v,w> -h(v)*p 
f” Ir,h’ 
Hence W;(h) E I+$“( X). It follows that the direct limit of the y(h) with 
respect to the maps { y,“} is isomorphic to the union U,,W,Y( A), which is a 
subspace of A(v)?,. Now Kostant [5, Theorem 5.11 showed that C,m;(X) 
= dim,A( v) for all X sufficiently large. The result then follows. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2. A minimal spanning set of W,(v) as an R-module, has 
(dim AP( v)) . (dim A(v)) elements. 
Prooj: Choose a basis { ui, . . . , ug } for A(v) and a spanning set 
{u,(A), . f. 3 ud(X)} for each VP”(h), where d = dim AP( v) and X E A+. The 
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contraction A(v) Q A(v)* + C defines ui 8 u,(X) to be an element of 
A(X)* 8 A(x + EL) = Horn&A(X), A(x + cl)). The A’-tuples (ui @ 
uj( X)),then define elements of Horn& A+, A+) which clearly span W,(v) as 
an R-module. It is easy to see that one can never span W,(v) with fewer 
elements. Q.E.D. 
In the proof of Corollary 2, the elements uj(X) were chosen indepen- 
dently for each A. It is natural to wonder whether the u,(X) can be chosen 
to be compatible with respect to the maps {y,“}. It is easy to construct 
examples to show that Theorem 1 does not automatically imply this. 
Nevertheless, it is true, and it implies that the G-outer multiplicity function 
m;(X) has a certain special form. 
THEOREM 3. L.et v E A+ and p E A. There exists a basis { ulr . .:, ud} 
of A(v)%, such that for every h E A+, { uilui E W,“(X)} is a basis of 
y.;w 
Proof: We make use of a characterization of W,‘(X) in A(v)? p due to 
Parthasara, Ranga Rao, and Varadarajan [6, Proof of Theorem 2.11. In our 
notation they showed that 
W;(A) = h Ker( &+“~+‘IA( v)?,), 
i=l 
where xi is the raising operator corresponding to the i th simple root of @ 
and where r is the rank of ($5. We will only use the fact that Wp”(h) has the 
form W;(A) = n ,‘,&(A,), where U,(h,) E A(v)?,, depends only on the 
ith component (in the Dynkin basis) of X. By Theorem 1 we have that 
Q(O) c q(1) c . . . and that U;:(k) = A(v)*_, for k sufficiently large. It 
follows that if X, r E A+, then 
W;(X) n W;(T) = W;(X A T), 
where (X A r)i = min(Ai, ri). 
(2.1) 
We now make use of Mobius inversion in the lattice A+ (see Rota [7]). If 
we define a function h: A++ Z by h(A) = C,SAm;(7)p(T, h), then m;(h) 
= C,SAh(7). Now ~(7, A) = ~(0, X - T), while 
i4m = 
0, ifp,>lforsomei, 
(-l)IPI, otherwise, 
where ]p] = C;=ipi. Thus 
h(X) = c mt;(r)(-l)‘“-“, 
h-6OSh 
where 6 = (l,l,. . . , 1) is half the sum of the positive roots of @. 
(2.2) 
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We now compute the dimension of C, < *W;(r). Let ei be the ith 
standard basis vector of A+, and let I = {iI& # O}. By Theorem 1, 
C, < xW;( r) = Cj E ,I$,‘( h - ej). By inclusion-exclusion, 
din-( lzI&?h - ei)) 
= c dimv(A - ei) - (, $. [dim(W,‘(h - ei) fl W,(X - ej)) + . . . 
iEl 1, c 
i+j 
= c (- l)iS1-ldim( n v(A - ei)). 
SC1 iE.9 
s+0 
By (2.1), we have that 
Hence 
(I v(h - ei) = y( X - C ei). 
iES iES 
dim( c I&“(” - ei)) = c (-l)‘s’P1m;(h - lFsq). 
iE1 SCI 
S#0 
Therefore 
dim( v(h)/ c W;.(r)) = c (-l)‘S’m;(A - c ei) 
?<A SC1 iE.7 
= c ( -l)‘A-%z;(7) 
A ---y+s A 
= h(h). (2.3) 
It follows that for every A, h(h) r 0. Furthermore, since m;(h) = 
1, ~ Ah(7), it follows that for h sufficiently large C, 5 Ah(T) = d = 
dim A.,,(v). Thus h(X) = 0 for all but finitely many A, and the sum of all of 
them is C,h(X) = d. 
Let A’ = {A E h+(h(A) # O}. For each A E A’, choose a set of vectors 
{ UA 1, . . .) UA, h(h) 1 in Wp”(X) whose images in W;(A)fi, < xW;( r) form a 
basis. It is easy to check that the set u,,,{ ux,i, . . . , u~,~(~)} satisfies the 
conditions of the theorem. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4. Let v E A+ and p E A. Set d = dim A(v)Tc,. There 
exists a sequence of dominant weights b,, . . . , bd such that for every X E 
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A+, m;(X) is the number of indices i such that bi I A. Moreover the sequence 
is unique up to rearrangement. 
Proof: This is just another way of phrasing the fact that m;(X) = 
C, S xh( r) for a function h that satisfies h(A) 2 0 for every h. By Mobius 
inversion h is uniquely determined by m;. Q.E.D. 
The Parthasarathy-Ranga Rao-Varadarajan formula mentioned above 
along with the Biedenharn-Louck intertwining number formula [4] suggests 
a way that W,Y(X) may be “resolved” by means of raising operators acting 
on suitable weight spaces of irreps. Unfortunately, the details of this 
conjecture are beyond the scope of this paper. 
3. THE COMBINATORIAL CORRESPONDENCE 
We now derive an explicit combinatorial algorithm for computing the 
dominant weights b,, . . . , bd of Corollary 4 for the group SU(n). It helps to 
have some familiarity with tableau correspondences as, for example, in 
Baclawski [l], but this is not essential. 
The Littlewood-Richardson rule describes an explicit set of combina- 
torial objects whose cardinality is the outer multiplicity of a U(n)-irrep in 
the tensor product of two other irreps. We describe a combinatorial corre- 
spondence (bijection) with a new set of combinatorial objects whose cardi- 
nality is the outer multiplicity of an SU(n)-irrep in the tensor product of 
two other irreps. 
Recall that m;(A) = mult (A(v), A(X)* 8 A(X + p)). This is an 
SU(n)-outer multiplicity, so it must be replaced with an equivalent 
U(n)-outer multiplicity. Accordingly let i = (vl, v2, . . . , v,, -1, u), F = 
oh cl29 * f. 9 Pnn-l,O)J = (h7b...,Xn-l> I) where u and I are numbers to 
be chosen below. Next we recall that A(X)* = A(A*), where X* = 
(A,- i,. . . , X,). Accordingly we define h* to be (h, -1,. . . , Xi, I). For an 
n-tuple 7 = (7i, . . . , 7,) we write (by abuse of notation) A(7) to denote the 
V( n)-irrep whose highest weight is 7, or equivalently, the U( n)-irrep arising 
from the shape having 71 columns of length 1, 72 columns of length 2,. . . , T,, 
columns of length n. The total number of cells in this shape will be written 
I]?]] = Cy,liT,. The number of columns is written 171 = Cy==l~i. 
LEMMAS. L.etX,vEAiandpEA. 
(4 If Ml f llvll (modn), then m;(A) = 0. 
@) If IM = IMI (modn), th en we may choose I and u so that u = 
(l/n)Wll - Ilvll) + I4 + 21, and m;(A) = mult(A(S), A(X*) Q A(X + F)). 
Proof This is well known. The constraint on u and 1 is equivalent to the 
condition ]]V]] = ]I>*(] + I]> + PI]. Q.E.D. 
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In order to use the Littlewood-Richardson rule it is also necessary that V 
contain both x* and x + p as shapes. The relationship between u and 1 in 
Lemma 1, however, ensures that if 1 is sufficiently large, then u will be 
roughly twice as large as 1. Hence for I sufficiently large F will contain both 
x* and 1 + ,G. We assume henceforth that this is true. We may now state 
the 
LITTLEWOOD-RICHARDSON RULE. Thenumber mt(X)countsthenum- 
ber of ways to fill in the following diagram with the integers { 1,2, . . . , n } : 
I 
------_--__----------------m 
; 
+h+pll, 
I 
I cd9 
42+p2 l/r + 
‘/2 + i 
! 
. . . . . . 
i 
I +-An-2+11,-2 1 I I I 
i 
I 
+A”-i+pn-4 
I 
such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(a) Horizontal condition. The entries in each row form a nondecreasing 
sequence when read from left to right. 
(b) Vertical condition. The entries in each vertical column increase 
(strictly) when read from top to bottom. 
(c) Yamanouchi condition. Read all the entries in the diagram from left 
to right in each row, starting with the bottom row and continuing to the top 
one. In the resulting sequence, starting at any point, the number of ones in 
the rest of the sequence must be at least the number of twos, which in turn 
must be at least the number of threes and so on. 
(d) Content condition. Let ci be the number of ones, c2 the number of 
twos,etc.Thenforeveryi,ci=I+h,+...+A,-i. 
A way to fill in the diagram (3.1) satisfying (a)-(d) will be called an L-R 
tableau. 
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By the horizontal and Yamanouchi conditions, the only entries in the top 
row of the tableau will be ones, the only entries in the second row will be 
ones and/or twos, with the ones to the left of the twos, and so on. Let S be 
an L-R tableau. Then S is completely determined by the integers cij = 
cij( S), for 0 < j I i I n, where cij is the number of j’s in row i of S. For 
convenience we define ci,, to be the number of “blanks” in row i, i.e., 
ciO = Ai + pi + hi+i + pi+i + . . . +A,-, + pn-i + 1. We call the c,, the 
row content numbers of S. 
In terms of the row content numbers, the five conditions for S to be an 
L-R tableau become the following: 
(a) Horizontal condition 
Cij(S) 2 0, 
(b) Vertical condition 
j+l j 
c Ci+l,k s kgOCik’ 
k=O 
(c) Yamanouchi condition 
n-p+q+l n-p+q+2 
c ck,q 2 c ck,q+l, 
k=q k=q+l 
(d) Content condition 
i cij = cj, 
(e) Shape condition 
and 
n-l 
&j=u+ c Vi’ 
j=O j=i 
for 0 <j I i I n. 
for0 I j < i < n. 
forllq<p-1In. 
for1 ljln. 
forlliln; 
for1 5 il n. 
The fifth condition is the requirement that the tableau have the shape (3.1). 
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We now rewrite the five conditions above in terms of new variables, a,,, 
where 1 I s I t I n, which are defined by 
s-l 
a St = k;oc”-,‘s,k - ktoc”-f+s+l,k9 for1 5 s < t 22 n; 
and 
n-l n 
a ss= CCj,- j=~+lC~j, for1115n. 
j=s 
(3 4 
Note that a,,,, = 0. 
If we substitute (3.2) into the sum E;=susr, we obtain CyCsust = C;-OC,~ 
- C~=+,C,~. By the second part of the shape condition, the right-hand side is 
Cjn~~‘v~. Therefore 
W) i as, = ‘il vj, forllsln. 
t=.T j=s 
We think of (e) as determining the variables ci,? and cii, for 1 I i I n, in 
terms of constants and the other variables cij. SAlarly (e’) determines the 
variables CI,, in terms of constants and the other cl,,. This given, the 
variables cij with 1 I j < i I n determine the a,, with 1 5 s -C t 5 n by 
(3.2) and conversely these a,, determine the cij by 
j-l 
C;j = hi-j + pi-j + C ak,n-i+j - i ak,n-i+j+l, for 1 Ij < i I n. 
k=l k-l 
(3.3) 
Using (3.3) along with (e) and (e’) we can convert each of the conditions 
(a)-(d) into an equivalent condition on the variables a,, as follows: 
j-l 
ak,n-itjtl - Cak,n-itjIXi-j+pi-j, forllj<i<n. 
k=l k-l 
[The condition cii 2 0 in (a) is automatically satisfied if 1 is sufficiently large 
since cii = u - 1+ c&bj - Ci”;,‘(hj + pjLj) + ci,l’,u,,.J 
of) a,, 2 0, forlls<t(n. 
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[We obtain (b’) by setting i = n - c + s and j = s - 1 in (b).] 
(c’) i aq,k 5 vq + i aq+l,kT forllq<p-1In. 
k=p-1 k=p 
Cd’) i a,, = 21 - u + 1x1 + IpI - ‘+‘pky for1 5 t 5 n. 
s=l krl 
[Set j = t in (d) to get (d’).] 
Now the case q = p - 2 in (c’) can be combined with (e’) to yield 
(b”) aqq 2 aq+1,q+1, for1 5 ql n - 1. 
If we combine this with the fact that a,,,, = 0, then all the a,, are nonnega- 
tive. By (e’) we may interpret the numbers a,, in the following combina- 
torial manner: asI = a,,(T) is the number of t’s in row s of a tableau whose 
shape is determined by v as follows: there are vi columns of length 1, v2 
columns of length 2,. . . , v,, _ i columns of length n - 1. The tableau T is a 
way of filling such a shape with integers in the set { 1,2, . . . , n } such that the 
following are satisfied: 
(a) Lower bound condition. For each m E (1,. . . , n - l}, the vector X 
satisfies A, 2 Cf&jak,, - X~Zj!+,ak m+l, for 1 Ij 5 m. 
(/3) Horizontal condition. In each row the entries are nondecreasing 
from left to right. 
(y) Vertical condition. In each column the entries increase (strictly) 
from the top to the bottom. 
(6) Content condition. For each j, the number of j’s in T minus the 
number of (j + 1)‘s is equal to -EL, _ j. 
The horizontal and vertical conditions are equivalent to (b’) and (c’), 
respectively. The content condition follows from (d’), and conversely (6) 
and the shape of T imply (d’). Similarly the lower bound condition (a) 
follows from (a’) and (d’), and conversely (a) and (6) imply (a’). 
Except for the lower bound condition (cw), the conditions on T define a 
(Weyl) tableau of weight - p* and shape v. The number of such tableaux is 
well known to be the same as the dimension of A _ J A). We now put these 
together into a rule for computing SU(n) outer multiplicities. 
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DEFINITION 3. Let T be a Weyl tableau with entries from (1,. . . , n} 
and shape v = (vi,. . . , v,, -i). Define the following functions of T: 
a,,(T) is the number of t’s in row s of T, 
b:(T)= max E a,,,(T) - mi’ 
( lljsm kcj 
ak,m+l(T) ; 
k=j+l i 
b,(T) = b,*-,(T). 
SU(n)-OUTER MULTIPLICITY RULE. Let h, v E A+ and p E A. The 
outer multiplicity m;(X) is the number of Weyl tableaux T of shape v and 
weight -p* such that b(T) I A (componentwise). 
Note that b,-,(T) 2 0 and b,-,(T) 2 -pn-,,,. These follow from the 
cases j = 1 and j = m in the definition of b(T). Kostant [5] actually 
characterized those A for which C,m;( h) takes its maximum value. In terms 
of the vectors b(T) we can state his result as follows: 
THEOREM 5 (KOSTANT). Let v  E A+. For every m E (1,. . . , n - l}, 
max{ b,(T)IT has shape v} = max{pL,]AU(v) # O}. 
The computation of the vectors b(T) can be made more combinatorial. 
We will sketch this without going into too much detail. The idea is that 
b:(T) is the number of m’s in T that are left over after we match as many 
m ‘s as possible with (m + 1)‘s occurring in lower rows. More precisely, start 
with the leftmost m in T. Suppose that this entry is in row i. If there is an 
(m + 1) in any of rows (i + l), (i + 2), etc., then match the m and (m + 1) 
and thereafter ignore them. If there is no (m + 1) entry in these rows, then 
the m entry is left unmatched. Proceed to the leftmost m remaining and 
repeat the process. When all m’s have been examined, b;(T) will be the 
number of unmatched m ‘s. We leave it as an exercise to verify that 
Definition 3 is equivalent to the process just sketched. 
We single out one special case for use in the next section. 
THEOREM 6. Let v E A+ be a dominant weight for which llvjl = n. Let T 
be an SU(n)-tableau of shape v and weight 0, i.e., a standard Young tableau. 
Then 
b;(T) = { ;’ 
if m is on the same or a lower row than m + 1 in T; 
3 otherwise. 
In particular, m;(X) is the number of standard Young tableaux T of shape v 
such that A, ~ m = 0 implies m is on a strictly higher row than m + 1 in T. 
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4. APPLICATIONS 
We discuss here two strategies for constructing minimal spanning sets for 
W,(v). In both cases one constructs a sequence of tensor operators 
# l,...,#d: h(v)@ A+-, A+, where d = dim A,(v), which “span” W,(v) 
as an R-module in the following strong sense: 
DEFINITION 4. Let +: A(v) Q A++ A+ be a tensor operator. The 
characteristic domain (resp., nullspace) of \c, is 
W4 = {A E A+l@(v) @ A(X)) + 01 
(rev., J’Y\cl> = A+\g(\CI)). 
A sequence \cIi,. . . , J/d: A(v) 8 A++ A+ of tensor operators is strongly 
universal if for every X the restrictions q&X) = tJilA( v) @ A(A) which do 
not vanish form a basis of the space of all tensor operators A(v) 8 A(x) --f 
A(h + CL). In other words, { $i(X)lh E 9(Jli)} defines a basis of v,Y(X) for 
every A E A+. 
The first method of constructing strongly universal sequences is to use 
Theorem 3. Let { +i, . . . , $d} be a basis of A(v)* -Ir satisfying the conclu- 
sion of Theorem 3. Define #i: A(v) Q A++ A+ so that 
if +i E W,“(h); 
otherwise. 
(4.1) 
ByTheorem3, {#r,...,rCld} isstrongly universal. The characteristic domain 
of each of these tensor operators has the form 9( #i) = {X 2 bi}, for a 
suitable choice of bi E A+. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let G = SU(2). In this case dim A,(v) I 1 always holds, 
while dim A,(v) = 1 if and only if 1~1 < v and p = v (mod 2). The Weyl 
tableau of shape v and weight -CL* = -CL looks like 
By the SU(n)-outer multiplicity rule, we have that 
m;(A) = 1, if X 2 f(v - p); 
0, otherwise. 
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Accordingly there is a natural tensor operator (unique up to multiplication 
by a nonzero constant) #: A(V) 0 A++ A+ of weight p obtained by 
extending the pairing 
+(+4(v) @A(y) + A(T) 
to all of A+ as in Theorem 1. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let G = SU(3). In this case a Weyl tableau T of shape Y 
and weight -p* has the appearance 
If Ci is the number of i’s, then 
Cl = )(vl + 2v, - p1 - 2/J2) 
G = i(Vl + 29 - Pl + I-4 
c, = 3(Vl + 2v, + 2/&l + p*). 
The various tableaux having this shape and weight are distinguished by the 
number of 2’s in the second row. Call this number a. It satisfies the 
conditions 
max(O, vz - C,) 5 u 5 min(C,,C,,v,,C, + C, - vZ). 
The lower bound vector b(T) is (a + max(O, C, - v,), C, - a). Thus the 
vectors b(T) are all distinct and lie along the line X, + h, = C, + 
max(O, C, - v2) in A. Therefore the tensor operators { #1,. . . , #,} given by 
(4.1) are unique (up to rearrangement and multiplication of each one by a 
nonzero complex number). 
The second strategy for constructing tensor operators can be explained 
roughly as follows. Return to the proof of Corollary 2. For each X choose 
the spanning set { ui(X), . . . , uJX)} of VP”(h) so that ui(X) = 0 for i > 
m;(X). This is the method used in Biedenharn et al. [3]. Such choices yield a 
sequence of tensor operators JIi, . . . , I/J~: A(v) o A++ A+ such that their 
characteristic nullspaces are nested, i.e., 
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N(qi) = (m;)-‘([O,i)), for i = l,..., d. (4.3) 
Moreover (4.3) will hold for any strongly universal sequence of tensor 
operators that satisfies (4.2). The discussion in Example 2 shows that for 
G = SU(3), the characteristic nullspaces will all be distinct, thereby allow- 
ing one to use the characteristic nullspace as a label to distinguish the 
various tensor operators. 
However, we now show that one must use more than just the characteris- 
tic nullspace to label tensor operators in general. 
THEOREM 7. Let v E A+ be a dominant weight such that llvlj = n. Let 
J/ l,...,#d: n(v)8A++A+ be a strongly universal sequence bf tensor 
operators of weight 0 satisfying (4.2). Then the maximum characteristic 
nullspace, M(Gd), occurs with multiplicity equal to the number of standard 
Young tableaux of shape v such that the “2” is in the first row. 
ProoJ: Let ST(v) be the set of standard Young tableaux of shape v. The 
proof relies on the existance of the following permutation: 
LEMMA 2. There is a permutation F: ST(v) + ST(v) such that bj( F(T)) 
= biel(T) for i = 2,. . . , n - 1. 
Proof: A tabloid of shape v is a way of filling a diagram of shape v with 
the integers from 1 to llvll = n, such that each integer appears exactly once. 
For a tabloid Q of shape v, let pi(Q) be the position of i in Q, i.e., 
pi(Q) = (u, v), where i appears in row u and column v of Q. 
Let u be a permutation of {1,2,. . . , n}. Then u also defines a permuta- 
tion of the set of tabloids of shape v via the formula p,(a(Q)) = p,-lCi,(Q). 
We require the transpositions ri = (li), which interchange 1 and i, and the 
circular permutation (Y, given by CX( j) = j - 1 for j # 1 and a(1) = n. 
Now define an operation on tabloids, called sliding, as follows. Let Q be 
a tabloid of shape v. Let r be the entry to the immediate right of 1 in Q, if 
such an entry exists, and let r be n + 1 if 1 is the rightmost entry in its row. 
In other words, if r # n + 1, then p,(Q) = pi(Q) + (0,l). Similarly let q 
be the entry just below 1 in Q if such exists and n + 1 if not. The tabloid 
obtained by sliding 1 in Q is written J(Q) and is the tabloid such that 
(a) if r < q, then J(Q) = r,(Q); 
(b) if r > q, then J(Q) = r4( Q); 
(c) if r = q, then J(Q) = Q. 
If the sliding operation is applied repeatedly on a tabloid Q, then the 
process eventually stabilizes; indeed, Jn(Q) = J’+‘(Q). 
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For a standard tableau T of shape Y, define F(T) to be a( J”(T)). In 
other words, apply J to T until it stabilizes and then apply (Y. It is easy to 
see that F(T) is again a standard tableau; indeed, if the entry 1 is ignored, 
then Jk(T) is increasing along each row and down each column. Finally, it 
is easy to check that F defines a permutation, since operations that were 
performed on T are clearly reversible. For more details see Schutzenberger 
[8] or Baclawski [l]. 
Now it makes sense to speak of b:(Q) for any tabloid, since Definition 3 
does not require that the entries appear in any special order. The crucial 
observation is that b:(Q) = bz(J(Q)), for any m # 1, and any Q of the 
form Jk(T) for a standard tableau T. To see this, first note that cases (a) 
and (c) of the definition of J have no effect on L$, for every m, since all 
entries remain on the same rows as before. 
Accordingly we assume that r > q and hence that J(Q) = 7,(Q). Sup- 
pose that 1 is in row U, i.e., pr(Q) = (u, u) for some u. Then a,,(Q) = 
u,~( J(Q)) unless s E {u, u + l} and t E (1, q}. Therefore, b:(Q) = 
bz( J(Q)) for m 4 { 1, q - 1, q}. Now Theorem 6 also applies to arbitrary 
tabloids, so there are two ways for b,(Q) and &( J(Q)) to ditl’er when 
m E (4 - Lq}: 
Case (i). The entry q - 1 is on row u - 1, in which case b,*-,(Q) = 0 
but b&(J(Q)) = 1. 
Care (ii). The entry q + 1 is on row u, in which case b,*(Q) = 1 but 
b,*t J(Q)> = 0. 
We show that neither of the two cases above actually happens if Q is of the 
form Jk(T) for a standard tableau T. 
Consider first Case (ii). By the tableau condition satisfied by Q, the entry 
q + 1 must lie to the right of the entry q, indeed, immediately to the right of 
q. Therefore in the vicinity of the entries 1 and q, the tabloids Q and J(Q) 
have the appearance: 
Q J(Q) 
However, by the tableau condition satisfied by J(Q), the entry marked with 
a question mark above must lie strictly between q and q + 1. This is 
impossible. Therefore Case (ii) never occurs. By an analogous argument 
Case (i) never occurs either. 
It now follows that b:(T) = b,*( J”(T)), for m # 1. By Theorem 6 
(generalized to tabloids), we have b,*(F(T)) = b,*+,(J”(T)) = b;+,(T), for 
m = 1,2 , . . . , n - 2. The lemma follows. 
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Returning to the proof of the theorem, we apply the lemma to obtain that 
b:(T) = b:(Fkml(T)) for k = 1, 2,. . . , n - 1. It follows that 
C, E Sr(v+$( T) does not depend on k and is equal to M = CT E Sr(,,# T), 
which is the number of T E ST(V) such that the entry 2 is in the first row of 
T. Note that A4 2 1 because v cannot consist of just one column. Since 
A4 > 0, it follows that the characteristic domain of #d is 9( $J~) = {Al X 2 8 
= (l,l,. . . ) l)}. Hence the maximal characteristic nullspace is JV( #d) = 
PlX & v. 
Now consider a tensor operator #i for which M(Jli) # JV(J/~). Let 
X E -Q$ci)\J”(#i). Th en m;(X) 2 i, by (4.3). Hence hj = 0 for some j. 
By Theorem 6, m;(X) is at most the number of T E ST(v) such that 
b, _ j(T) = 0. It follows that m”,(h) I M’ = d - M. Therefore i I M’. 
Conversely, if \ti satisfies JV( #i) = JV( lcld), then 6 - e, E JV( #i), in which 
case it4 ’ = mE(6 - ei) < i. Thus precisely M of the tensor operators have 
JV( \C/d) as their characteristic nullspace. Q.E.D. 
One can extend Lemma 2 to other weights, but this is beyond the scope of 
this paper. Our only intention was to show that the maximal nullspace can 
occur with arbitrarily large multiplicity. Whether this is the case for n fixed 
is an open question. 
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